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FOREWORD
As a follow-up of the Space Transportation System Technology Symposium held
at the NASA-Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, July 15-17, 1970, a series of
discipline-oriented conferences was planned, with the Office of Advanced Research and
Technology/Office of Manned Space Flight (OART/OMSF) Space Shuttle Integrated Elec-
tronics Technology Conference being held at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas, May 11-13, 1971. The Conference goal was to present a timely review
of the status of Space Shuttle technology in the major areas of electronics and power
systems for the benefit of the industry, Government, university, and foreign partici-
pants considered to be contributors to the program. In addition, the Conference
offered an opportunity to identify the responsible individuals already engaged in the
program. The Conference sessions were intended to confront each presenter with his
technical peers as listeners, and this was substantially accomplished.
Because of the high interest in the material presented, itis being published es-
sentiallyas itwas presented, utilizingmainly the illustrationsused by the presenters
along with brief words of explanation. The document is unclassified, and each of the
authors has determined thathis paper can be published in this manner. This publica-
tion is aimed at revealing the substance and significance of the work in this manner
now, rather than in a more refined form much later.
iii
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AN AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Dr. M. A. Geyer
Westinghome Electric Corporation
Aerospace Electrical Division
Lima, Ohio
The Automatically Controlled Electrical System (ACES) is a
new method of distributing and controlling electrical power. It
utilizes remotely controlled power switching and circuit
protective devices. Control is exercised through a small general
purpose computer using multiplexed control signals. This
computer directs the control signals to and from the
appropriate system control devices, in addition, it is
programmed for automatic control, sequencing and
,_lt-check out functions.
The system offers numerous potential benefits such as:
• Reduced Wiring weight and complexity
• Reduced manual supervision
• Lower overall cost
• Less st=sceptnhility to human error
• Fewer bulkhead penetrations
• Simplified maintenance
• Programming o( load availability under conditions of low
power availability
• Greatly simplified means fi)r system tuowth and
modification
ACES is currently Ix'ing developed for aircraft and spacecraft
applications, but use on submarines and surface ships is also
foreseen. The concept may eventually find application in office
buildings and industnal plants, particularly continuous process
industries.
in an aircraft or spacecraft, the flight crew must be able to
exercise control over the electrical system. They must be able
to turn loads on and off. and have quick access to the thermal
circuit breakers which protect the electrical busses, load
switches and thermal circuit breaker panels in the cockpit. In a
large aircraft such as a commercial airliner, this requires
running heavy electrical power feeders from the
generators-located on the engines-to the cockpit, a run of 150
feet or more.
Only 25 percent of the electrical power is used in the
cockpit area. The other 75 percent is used in other parts of the
vehicle. This power is distributed to the loads by running
electrical wires from the electrical busses in the cockpit tb each
of the loads. This requires many miles of electrical wire. For
example, the Concorde (the European-built supersonic
transport) has 150 miles of electrical wiring for distribution.
control and indication purposes.
A conventional electrical distribution system is shown
schematically in Figure I. Compare this to a system which uses
a means of remotely controlling the 75 percent of the power
which is not used in the cockpit area. Such a system is shown
in Figure 2. Here the electrical power feeders are routed to
electric power busses located at electrical "centers of gravity'"
for various portions of the vehicles. Remotely controlled circuit
breakers (RCCBs) are located on the rearward busses. RCCBs
are thermal circuit breakers which contain solenoids to open
and close them. They are remotely controlled by applying 28
volt power to the control terminals. This requires running a
small electrical wire to the cockpit for each RCCB. Since the
status of each RCCB must also be known, it is necessary to run
a second wire to the cockpit to indicate if the RCCB has
tripped. Since these are power carrying wires, they must also
be protected by small thermal circuit breakers.
Westinghouse performed a comparative study of the
conventional distribution system and the remotely controlled
system just described. An airframe company provided
information on aircraft loads, load location, wire size and
weight, and circuit breaker size and weight for a new transport
aircraft design. The results of this study are given in Table I,
Despite the fact that more feet of wire and more thermal
circuit breakers were used in the remotely controlled system,
there was an overall weight savings of approximately 160
pounds from the use of much smaller wire.
Additional studies were performed to determine what other
savings and advantages might be possible from applying other
concepts to an electrical distribution system. Multiplexing has
long been recognized as a way of reducing the amount of wire
required for control purposes. Since remote control was a
desireable feature of the system, multiplexing appeared to be a
viable concept for further reduction of wire weight.
TABLEI
RCC__J
Weight Cost Weight Cost
Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars
Loud'Wire 445.7 28,550* 421.2 29,032*
Thermal Breakers 86.9 7,397 5 ! .2 4,474
RCCBs -- -- ! 28.7 13,200
Galley Feeder 57.0 ! ,296** 38.3 I .I 16"*
Bus Feeder 342.0 11.002** 135.0 6,266**
TOTALS 932.4 48,245 774.4 $4,088
*An installed load wire cost of S.50 per foot was used.
**An installed feede¢ wire cost of S2.00 pet foot was used.
I'HERMAL BREAKER AND RCCB SYSTEM
WEIGHTS AND COSTS
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The U.S. Navy's Solid State Electrical Logic (SOSTEL)
concept was also considered. In this concept, mechanical
electric-power-switching devices such as thermal circuit
breakers, relays and limit switches are replaced by solid state
electric-power-switching devices and solid state transducers. As
a result, the relay logic conventionally employed for such load
control and ,sequencing functions as extending and retracting
the landing gear can be replaced by much more reliable solid
state logic. The SOSTEL concept also encompasses the use of
solid state remote power controllers which perform both
remote load switt:hing and circuit protection functions similar
to an RCCB. The transducer signals and control and indication
signals for the remote power controllers (RPCs) readily lend
themselves to multiplexing.
System features such as self-checkout, sequencing of high
inrush current loads and load programming also appeared to be
important considerations.
Studic_, of these concepts and techniques led to the
definition of an electrical distribution system concept called
the "AtJtonlatically Controlled Electrical System", or ACES.
ACES embodies the use of solid state RPCs and solid state
transducers insofar as it is economically and technically
practical to do so. The use of mechanical switching devices is
not precluded since many power levels encountered in aircraft
applications cannot yet be practically handled by solid state
devices.
A control system schematic is shown in Figure 3. This
schematic is somewhat misleading in that the Distribution
Control ('enter (D('C) and the data bus are really in triplet as
is shown in Figure 4. The Remote Input/Output (RIO) unit is
internally triplicated. Such a configuration allows each
computer to be dedicated to its own system and still be
capable of a,,suming the overall computing load if the others
fail. Thus. the c,mtrol system can withstand, at a minimum,
two fJih_rc_ without :my noticcablc effect.
The logic required for load control and sequencing,
self-checkout, and load management is contained in the DCC.
Signal_ from transducers and switch/indicator modules (SIMs)
:ire transmitted to the DCC on a multiplexed data bus via RIO
units. Logic equations are solved by the computer, and
command signals are transmitted on the multiplexed data bus
specifying which RPCs are to be turned on or off. The RIOs,
which provide the interface between the data bus and the
RPCs, "decode" the command signals and route them to the
appropriate RPCs which provide the desired load switching
function_.
It" an overload condition is sensed by an RPC, it provides the
orctHt protection function by tripping open to prevent damage
l_ lhe circuit. When it trips open, the RPC transmits an open
ltldication signal to the DCC via an RIO and the data bus.
After a pre-programmed time delay, the DCC automatically
transmils a reset signal to reclose the RPC. If the fault has
clc:Jrett, the RPC remains closed and power is restored to the
load. If the fault persists after a pre-programmed number of
automatic rcclosures, the DCC transmits a trip indication signal
to the cockpit imlicating which RPC has tripped. The RPC
remains tripped until manual action is taken to reset. The
number of automatic reclosures which may be as few as zero is
programmed in the DCC computer for each of the RPCs it
control_. So the number of automatic reclosures may be varied
depending uixm load criticality and other criteria.
Turn-on and turrvoff commands are manually provided to
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the system by SIMs located on the craft's subsystem control
panels. The indicator portion of a SIM may lae used to indicate
if the RPC which that SIM controls has tripped from an
overload condition, or to indicate any other occurrence or
condition in the system. Manual reset is accomplished by
switching the SIM to the "OFF" then back to the ''ON"
position.
An additional man-system interface is also provided by a
data entry and display panel (Figure 5) which is intended to
substitute for the capability currently provided by the large
thermal circuit breaker panels. This panel provides single point
entry and display capability with greatly reduced space and
weight requirements.
if a portion of the electrical generating capacity is lost, the
system will automatically shed load in accordance with a
pre-programmed load priority schedule. This prevents
overloading the electrical source. Different load priority
schedules are likely to be required for different flight modes.
The system software has been designed to handle up to four
different load priority schedules which can be selected
according to four flight modes.
No analog signals are to be transmitted on the data bus. If
analog comparisons are to be made, they will be made on an
analog basis in the transducer. Only the fact that a limit has
been reached will be transmitted. This, of course, is binary
information identical to a switch. Analog control-such as
voltage regulation-will be done on an analog basis at the
location of the controlled device. Such controllers can actually
be smaller and cheaper than A/D-D/A converters. For instance,
Figure 6 is a photograph of a voltage regulator for a 90 KVA,
400 Hz, aircraft generator. The logic of the generator control
unit is in the DCC. This lack of a requirement for analog
transmission 6n the data bus dramatically lowers data bus rates
and alters the word format.
The self-checkout is under software control. Any
malfunction of a line replaceable unit is found during control
system power up and the location of the unit is indicated on
the data entry and display panel. This built-in test is activated
every time power is applied to the DCC or upon command of a
switch.
Sequencing is accomplished by software control.
Simultaneous switching of loads can be restricted to a time
sequence of application under software command as to the
order and time intervals of application. This sequence also
holds for reset of tripped RPCs.
The DCC is a small general purpose military type computer
of modular design (Figure 7) and uses standard
transistor-transistor-logic ('l-l'L) integrated circuit devices of
medium scale integration (MSI) complexity to maximum
advantage, it is composed of control, arithmetic, memory and
input/output units.
The DCC input/output unit contains a serial data
tranmaission capability for multiplexed communication with
the RIOs, a real time clock, and additional input]output mode
control. The unit can withstand a data bus short to ground on
any one or two busses without damage.
DCC physical specifications are in Table II.
A piece of ground support equipment is the test console
which is used to service the DCC. Such a console is shown in
Figure 8 with a paper tape program loader. The loader is
required for a DCC with an electrically alterable memory, inch
as plated wire.
The DED, Figure 5, contains a 10 digit keyboard, a
numerical display and several switches and indicating lamps. An
operator can open or close an RPC by keying in the
appropriate RPC address and pressing the "open" or "close"
switch. The DCC can be proglammed to permit keyboard
control of only selected RPCs. If an incorrect address of an
address of an RPC not subject to keyboard control is keyed in,
the "'invalid address" lamp will Light.
If an RPC trips, the _'RPCs tripped" lamp lights. The
addresses of the tripped RPCs can be displayed by switching to
the "RPCs trip" mode and IXessing the "clear/update" switch.
if the system goes into an automatic load shedding mode_
the "loads shed" lamp will light. The addresses of the _s
controlling the shed loads can be displayed in a manner similar
to that for tripped RPCs by switching to the "loads shed"
mode.
Each RIO will accommodate up to 64 transducel_, SIMs,
RPCs, or any combination thereof. Each has 64 command
output and 64 status inputs. The control outputs provide
signals which activate an RPC or the indicator portion of a
SIM. The status accept signals from transducers, limit switches,
the switch portion of a SIM and the status indicator output of
an RPC.
The key to system operation is the software. The software
program is the means of directing the computer hardware and
peripheral equipment to accomplish the required control
function. Creation of the software is likely to be more closely
related to the application than design of the hardware and
generally requires a deeper and more extensive understanding
of the application. The efficiency of the software, the clarity
of use, ease of modification and versatility for new insights
into the application is as significant an indication of the extent
to which the application is understood as is the design,
complexity and size of the hardware.
The software has been written and need not be changed, no
matter what the application. Thus, the major portion of the
appropriate software has been developed.
This paper has presented a quick look at an automatically
controlled electrical system as envisioned by the Aerospace
Electrical Division of Westinghouse. It is designed for, but not
restricted to, aircraft and spacecraft electrical distribution
systems. The modularity, reliability, redundancy, and software
make it a leading contender for any automatically controlled
electrical system requiring zero-error operation.
TABLE 11
Power We_ht Size
Lw,m) (Lb___..__.)(Ca._n.)
DCC (Military) 8K Memory 68 12 864
DC'C (Space) 5.5K Memo_ 6 4 85
Console (With Tape Reader) -- --
RIO (Including Connectors) 24 5.1 293
DISTRIBUTION CONTROL CENTER SPECIFICATIONS
L*d Omaw r,ld ¢mm.
FIGURE 3
SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
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FIGURE 4
\ ULTRA RELIABLE CONFIGURATION
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SPACE SHUTTLE CONNECTOR DEVELOPMENT
B. J. McPeak and W. J. Shockley
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
Standard and upgraded MIL-C-26482 and MIL-C-5015 connectors were the workhorses
for the Saturn launch vehicle, Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo spacecraft. All of these
were relatively successful space vehicles. However, they were not free from exasper-
ating day to day problems. It has often been said that problems with the electrical
wiring harness and its component parts were one of the more serious concerns with
all of these vehicles. Electrical connectors presented more than their appropriate
share of these troubles. Some of these problems are delineated below:
• Recessed contacts
• Recessed inserts
• Bent pins
• Torn or cracked grommets
• Dinged contacts
• Corroded contacts
• Intermittent socket contacts
• Cracked contacts (due to crimping)
• Scratched or scarred pins
• Scratched or chipped or corroded finish
• Coupling ring spring failures
• Loose threaded parts
• Splayed contacts
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MSFC Specification 40M39569 type connectors are the mainstream or workhouse
connectors for the Skylab space vehicle. These connectors are an upgraded NAS1599
type, selected and modified by NASA/MSFC to meet the more stringent and peculiar
requirements of Skylab. This connector has solved many of the recurring problems
that were common during the Saturn program. Design features of this connector
and some of the problems solved are presented below:
• Silicone rubber instead of neoprene rubber for extended temperature and sealing
capabilities.
• Insert retained by snap ring and bond between shell and insert.
• Rear contact release system has a stamped metal retaining clip captivated by
molded-in shoulders in the hard plastic insulator. This method of contact retention
prevents recessed contact problems.
• A rear-inserted plastic tool expands the lines beyond the contact shoulder, releasing
the contact.
• The expendable plastic insertion/extraction tool is supplied with each connector.
This flexible tool minimizes damage to contact, insulator or grommet.
• Simpler, stronger contact design offers greatly improved resistance to bending or
damage. Contacts have a single holding shoulder and no undercuts. Probe-proof
sockets have chamfered entry to aid in mating.
• Interfacial seal on pin insert is bonded to hard dielectric. Tapered raised barriers
around each pin contact interlock into lead-in chamfers on socket insert, assuring
individual contact sealing.
• Hard dielectric closed entry socket insert has lead-in chamfers, providing for
realignment of any bent or misaligned pin contacts. For example, a #20 pin bent
approximately one diameter from the position will be realigned to mate with the
socket. If the pin is severely bent, the hard plastic will stop the pin and prevent
mating instead of allowing puncture and uncontrolled pin contact to the outside of
the socket barrel.
• Reduced clearance between contact and hard plastic insulator wall provides contact
stability and prevents splayed contacts.
• Wire moisture sealing is accomplished by multiple riser design in rear silicone
grommet.
• Simplified socket contact design eliminates intermittant circuit problem inherent
with multipieee socket contact configurations.
• Meets Skylab outgassing requirements.
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Termination devices meeting MSFC Specification 40M39589 for distribution, bussing,
and interconnection are used on Skylab. These devices are a tremendous improvement
over the terminal strips, solder terminals, and junction boxes formerly used and
offer :
• Enclosed, environmentally protected busses and junctions.
• Removable crimp contacts.
• Standard contact crimp dimensions common with 40M39569 (Mod. NAS1599)
connector.
• Standard crimp tools.
• Standard contact insertion and removal tools.
• Easy assembly with fewer tools.
• Meets extended temperature range common with 40M39569 connector.
• Meets stringent Skylab vacuum outgassing requirements.
• Minimized system weight.
• Easy installation in confined areas.
• Circuit design modifications easily accomplished.
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The Zero-G Electrical Connector is also used in addition to the 40M39569 (modified
NAS1599) type on Skylab. MSFC Specification 40M39580 defines this connector. The
Zero-G Connector is the first electrical connector of major usage specifically de-
signed to meet NASA's needs. Other major NASA connector types evolved from
standard or modified connector designs such as MIL-C-26482, MIL-C- 5015, or
NAS1599 which were established to meet general purpose military and aerospace
requirements. The Zero-G Connector was developed by the Bendix Corporation
working with Marshall Space Flight Center and McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, Western Division. The Zero-G Connector is a handle operated, over-
center lock, environmentally sealed unit with removable crimp type contacts. The
development of the Zero-G Connector design was aimed to most effectively accom-
plish the following objectives:
A. Environmental
The connector must be capable of withstanding the hostile environments of space.
It must g_ive reliable service and operation in a space cabin atmosphere of humidity
and oxygen. The connector materials and finishes must withstand effects of such
corrosive contaminants as might be present in earth or space cabin atmospheres.
B. Performance
The design of the connector was selected to satisfy the following performance
requirements :
Ignition-proof operation under electrical load conditions in a highly combustible
atmosphere.
The connector materials must not support combustion in an oxygen rich atmosphere
nor outgas toxic or other objectionable matter in a space cabin environment.
Reliable, maintenance-free service over its intended lifespan, making maximum
use of proven design concepts and minimum use of complicated mechanisms.
C. Astronaut Operation
The design was selected to achieve a simple one, two, three, one-handed mating
or unmating sequence. The "hook-and-lip" method of shell engagement (see detail
desig_ section) and the handle operated locking feature (see mating sequence and
configuration section) enables the astronaut to achieve connector engagement and
disengagement with minimum effort. The Zero-G Connector design eliminates the 90 °
rotation and initial alignment search of conventional circular connectors; the design
is especially adapted for operation in a space suit where physical movement and
vision are limited.
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D. Detail Design
To utilize already proven concepts of connector design, the insert assembly
(insulator, contacts, retention clips and grommet seals) utilizes the same physical
design as MIL-C-38999 for LJT connectors. The deep barrel, short contact concept
gives the desired contact protection and enhances the ignition-proof characteristics
of the connector.
E. Contact Retention
The contact retention system is the rear insertable, rear release, clip retained
method developed by industry for the NAS1599 connector. The rear release method
of contact removal increases alignment stability in that broad clearances around the
contact periphery at the mating interface is not required for entry of a front release
tool.
F. Insert Dielectric
The hard dielectric insulation material of the insert assembly is a glass fiber
filled epoxy resin (Epiall 1288-BX) well known for its superior strength, low moisture
absorption, nonoutgassing, nontoxic, and nonflammable characteristics. The chamfered
lead-in feature of the hard face socket insert aligns and guides the entering pin contact
into its mating socket. It also provides the "Cork-in-bottle" individual contact seal when
the interfacial seal with the raised donuts surrounding each pin contact is compressed
between the interface of the mated pin and socket inserts.
G, Contacts
The electrical contacts are a high conductive copper alloy, plated with 100
microinches of hard gold over an underplate of soft gold. This type of plating
eliminates the undesirable features of silver or nickel underplates, improves plating
adhesion and porosity, decreases contact resistance, and results in a longer contact
life over an extended operating temperature range. Size 20 and 16 socket contacts
are the one piece slotted segment design for improved reliability. The size 12 socket
contact utilizes a discrete spring member of substantial size and securely attached
within the socket barrel. The spring member portions of all socket contacts are
enclosed in a stainless steel sleeve for protection of the contact springs and exclusion
of oversize diameter pins or probes.
H. Seals
The wire sealing grommets and interfacialseals are a silicone rubber compound
for extreme low temperature use, which enables the connector to remain environment
resistant.
Itfurther precludes the need for potting operations and greatly enhances
connector maintainability.
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The main gland seal (O-ring) is a U-shaped circular seal of virgin TFE teflon
with an internal spring member to maintain constant seal between male and female
shells and stillallow pressure reliefwhen mating or unmating. The teflonseal
further retards the rapid escape of burning gases should ignitionoccur within the
confines of the connector.
I. Shells and Housings
The connector shells are an aluminum alloy which exhibits excellent stability
over the temperature extremes, has good strength characteristics, and is readily
available to the manufacturer.
The plating of all shells and aluminum parts is chromium over nickel. This
results in a tough, durable, electricallyconductive finishwith superior resistance to
corrosion from salt spray and other contaminants present in earth or space cabin
environments.
J. Operating Mechanism and Springs
The operating handle and linkage are corrosion resistant stainless steel for
strength and improved wear characteristics. All spring members are either
stainless steel or beryllium copper alloys with proven capabilitiesto operate over
the required temperature range.
The annular ring is a circular spring loaded metal ring located in the shell
interface of the connector receptacle. Its purpose is to provide friction to hold the
plug and receptacle shells together in alignment until the operator pushes the handle
mechanism forward to engage the contacts and latch the connectors.
K. Ignition-Proof Design
The ignition-proof design of the connector is achieved by (1) the
outer shells of the plug and receptacle being mechanically interlocked around the
entire connector periphery (by two 180 ° concentric hook-and-lip configurations),
(2) the movable male shell of the plug extends into the fixed female shell of the
receptacle approximately 1/2 inch; this forms a labyrinth of overlapping metal
parts which slows the escape of burning gases and at the same time exerting a
tremendous quenching, or cooling, effect to dissipate energy before reaching the
outside atmosphere. An arc can occur at the connector contacts should they be
engaged or disengaged in a power-on condition; however, before the atmosphere
outside the connector would ignite, the following chain of events must occur.
Assuming the atmosphere internally and externally of the connector is an
explosive mixture and an arc occurs at one or more contacts, then:
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1, The energy level of the are must be sufficient to offset the quenching
effect of the surrounding electrodes (male and female contact) and ignite
the gas in the minutely small chamber formed by the contacts and the
insulator (approximately 1.6 x 10 -s in 3 volume).
2, The energy from the initial detonation must then escape into the main
chamber of the connector formed by the separation of the contact interfaces
(approximately 8.9 × 10 -_ in _ volume, worst condition) with a sufficient
energy level to offset the quenching effect of all the surrounding contacts
and metal shells and ignite the gaseous mixture of this chamber. Should
this event occur then:
3. The energy from the second detonation must be sufficient to force burning
gases through the labyrinth of metal baffles formed by the connector shells,
offsetting their quenching effect and have sufficient energy to ignite the
external mixture.
To obtain the required data for discrete calculation of all the variables encountered
in the operation of the Zero-G Connector would require a lengthy and expensive
laboratory study program; therefore testing has been performed under worst case
conditions to verify the ignition-proof design.
This has been successfully accomplished in the laboratories of McDonnell Douglas.
L. Mating Procedure
The mating interfaces of the plug and receptacle shells are identical (i. e. morph-
riditic) with a 180 ° lip extending around the outer periphery of the shell and continuing
into a hook around the remaining half of the shell periphery. To engage the connectors,
the plug and receptacle are brought together such that they physically meet with the
hook on the plug resting in a position above the lip on the receptacle.
Next the connector halves are moved together with the hooked lips engaging until
the opposing hooks on the outer periphery butt and the connector halves are concentric.
At this point, the connectors are in proper alignment for engaging the contacts and
are held in this position by pressure from the annular ring.
Then the handle is brought forward by thumb action, which moves the inner shell
of the plug forward into the receptacle shell, first locking the connector halves together
and forming a peripheral O-ring seal. Finally, the inner shell comes to rest with
the insert interfaces butting together to compress against the interracial seal to form
an individual seal around each mating contact. To unmate the connectors, the handle
is moved back until it locks in the "rear lock" position. The connector halves are then
moved apart by a slight twisting action to override the annular ring pressure at the
mating shell interfaces. The handle mechanism has two over-center lock positions;
one at the extreme rear position to lock the movable plug insert in its full unmated
position to prevent its interference with the initial engagement of the outer shells;
the other over-center lock at the extreme forward position locks the connector halves
together.
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Springpressuresfor the lockpositionsarederivedfrom 3wavespringwashers
surroundingtheinnershell. Thewavewashersalsoprovideconstantspringpressure
againsthe matinginsert interfacesto compresstheinterfacial sealand maintain
environmental resistance.
The environmental seal at the rear of each connector plug and receptacle is
achieved by compression of the sealing glands in the wire sealing grommet against
each individual wire. If all wire holes are not used, then teflon sealing plugs of
the same nominal diameter as the wire are inserted into the unused holes and the
entire connector is sealed.
M. Astronaut Compatibility
Crew Systems analysis for astronaut performance has been implemented into the
design and development of the Zero-G Connector.
The prime considerations were that the connector be operated by an astronaut
in a pressurized suit under a zero-g environment, while exerting a minimum amount
of physical effort and movement.
The configuration of the handle, the length of travel, the operating forces involved,
and the length and diameter of the connector shells were included in the analysis.
Polarizing pins and grooves have been included in the design to prevent cross-
plugging where such a requirement might exist. Large letters denoting polarizing
positions are stamped on each side of the hook and lip such that a quick glance at the
letters during the mating sequence will confirm if the plug and receptacle are
identically polarized.
The connector shells are so designed that by sliding the two halves of the
Zero-G Connector together until the shells form a concentric circle, automatic
alignment is assured. No rotational search to locate alignment keys is required.
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VRecent investigations have been in the area of electrical connector basic materials.
Some of the areas being studied are:
• Electrical contact materials and platings
• Connector shell and housing materials and platings
• Structural dielectric materials
• Elastomeric seal materials
One of the more significant studies is that of elastomeric seal materials.
The applications of elastomers for use as sealing members in basic connector designs
normally fall into two categories. All connectors suitable for exposure in harsh environ-
ments require a main seal to keep that environment from penetrating between the two
halves of the connectors. In its simplest form, this is an O-ring or a flat gasket.
It is placed in compression when the two halves are mated, forming a barrier for
moisture, air, or contaminants.
The second critical sealing area is the rear of the connector where the wires are
soldered or crimped to the contacts. Here a seal must be maintained around each
wire as well as to the back face of the insert to isolate the contacts from each other
and from the metal shell. This has been accomplished in the past either by potting
with a liquid resin or elastomer or by use of a molded grommet. This study has been
limited to materials for the latter.
The basic properties required for these applications are the same; low compression
set at all temperatures, high resilience, and adequate resistance to the mechanical
and thermal conditions encountered.
The difference is largely that of fabrication of a simple item compared with a complex
one. While O-rings, despite their simple shape, provide unique problems in
manufacture, they certainly in no way approach the difficulties innate to connector
grommet designs. Quite obviously, the material which produces a completely accept-
able O-ring can be dismal failure in a grommet mold with its thin walls and severe
undercuts.
A major improvement in connectors was accomplished when silicone elastomers
were developed to replace neoprene elastomers. However, with new and more
stringent requirements, the capabilities of silicone are being stretched to the limit.
Present and anticipated requirements seem to indicate the need for a change from
silicone to some new elastomeric compound for connector seals. Flammability
requirements in oxygen environments, vacuum outgassing requirements, and expected
severe temperature extremes, when considered along with all other requirements,
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emphasize the need to develop new compounds. Many of the methods used in the
Skylab program to meet crew area flammability requirements impose a tremendous
penalty. Development of connector materials and electrical wire that will meet the
flammability requirements without the massive coverings used in Skylab will bring
about a tremendous weight, volume, cost, and time savings.
Therefore a major goal was established to find an elastomer or elastomers which
would be suitable for use in electrical connector main joint seals and wire sealing
grommets with particular attention to the following:
• Temperature extremes of -200 °C to + 200°C.
• Nonflammable or self-extinguishing in oxygen atmosphere.
• Negligible outgassing in space environments.
• Manufacturable, reasonable priced, readily available material.
• Other characteristics typical of general connector requirements.
Compounds based on fluorocarbon rubbers such as du Pont Viton or 3 YI Fluorel
provide chance of overall compliance with requirements because of their proven flame
resistance in oxygen atmospheres.
At the same time the fundamental shortcomings of these materials also have now
become evident, notably poor moldability, poor resilience, cold temperature weakness,
and recent indications of susceptibility to moisture degradation.
Further investigation into the fluorocarbon rubbers available indicated two more
Fluorel materials worthy of study. These are Mosites #1087-JJ and Raybestos
Manhattan L-3583-2. Both these materials are in the 55-60 durometer range
necessary for grommets. Data is incomplete, but they appear comparable with du
Pont's Viton VS 2001.
An abbreviated study confirmed suspicions relative to moldability. Molding was
confined to simple molds and still there was difficulty in obtaining acceptable samples.
Greatest problem seemed to be from inability to get a proper cure as parts were
inclined to be porous and contain blisters. More familiarity with the material might
overcome this as far as simple moldings such O-rings or gaskets are concerned.
The material is much too hard for use in connector grommets. Earlier parts were
molded with Fluorel L-2231 from Raybestos Manhattan with no difficulty encountered
on simple parts but with tearing of webs on standard grommets.
The whole fluorocarbon elastomer family as represented by 3M's Fluorel and du
Pontts Viton have been rapidly improving. Disregarding flame resistance for the
moment, the major inpetus has been in compression set. Both companies have been
able to reduce compression set at all temperatures. For example, Viton E-60C has
about the same set after 1000 hours at 392°F as the original Viton A had after 70
hours. Fluorel 2160 is comparable. As a result of these achievements, new
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specifications have been issued specifically to cover these materials. These are
MIL-H-83248 and AMS 7280 and mark a major advance in state-of-the-art recognition.
Du Pont also has a modified Viton designated LD-487 having lower temperature
characteristics than the standard materials. Brittle point is -60°F approximately
and TR-10 is 31°F, compared with -40°F and -5°F for Viton A. These are still
a long way from -200°C but do represent a substantial improvement.
Because there has been so much progress in these materials, including success in
developing Viton connector insert and grommet materials, it seems logical that they
could be further improved in those directions considered advisable. This would be a
main effort suggested for further investigation.
The alternatives to these materials are unsuitable in one area or another when com-
pared with present guidelines. The organic rubbers as a whole are all unsatisfactory
from a temperature standpoint. Temperature resistance also eliminates the CNR or
Nitroso rubbers developed by Thiokol which appear to be equal to the fluorocarbons in
flame resistance in oxygen atmospheres. However, CNR is also listed in NASA
50M02442 "ATM Material Control for Contamination Due to Outgassing" as an "unaccep-
table material".
The Dexsil materials developed by Olin Matheson appear to have the heat resistance
required but difficulties in manufacture have pretty well curtailed their progress to
production status. These materials are reported capable of withstanding temperatures
considerably higher than the silicone. Outgassing in hard vacuum was reported
minimal, tests for 72 hours at 155°C yielding only 49 ppm total organics and less than
5 ppm carbon monoxide. The materials was also self extinguishing in air, and flash
and fire points are extremely high. Flammability tests conducted by NASA showed
the samples tested were not seif-extinguishing in 16.5 psia oxygen.
Both of the above materials had a further disadvantage, price, with the CNR rubbers
at approximately $600 per pound and Dexsil at $100 per pound. No chance of their
utilization in connectors at their present status is anticipated.
Beyond these lie even newer polymers in various stages of development such as the
perfluoroalkylene triazines and copolymers of tetrafluoroethylene and prefluoro
(methyl vinyl ether), the former under investigation by Hooker Chemical and the
latter by du Pont. These are materials of the future, warranting close observation
as they progress but hardly likely for serious consideration at this date.
The materials most commonly used in high performance electrical connector grommets
and seals have been silicone rubber compounds. Both fluorinated oil resistant
silicones, non-fluorinated silicone, and blends of both have been used.
Properly formulated silicone rubbers are capable of long life at 200 ° C with minimum
effects on mechanical and electrical properties. In general, they are also low in
outgassing in vacuum or air at these temperatures. However, it is still necessary to
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assure absence of low molecular weight fractions and other volatiles which may be char-
acteristic of specific compounds. As a rule this can be accomplished by high tempera-
ture curing, in extreme cases under vacuum.
At sub-zero temperatures, they range in brittle point from -90 ° F (-68 ° C) for the
fluorinated stock to -178°F (-116°C) for the best low temperature materials. While
this is still well above the -200°C requirement, it iS considerably below the best
temperature recorded for the fluorocarbon rubbers. The brittle point does not by
itself categorize the material as unsatisfactory at -200 ° C. Tests on actual connectors
employing both Viton and certain silicones in liquid helium and liquid nitrogen have
failed to cause any permanent damage although some fluorinated silicones have cracked
during this exposure.
The main obstacle to use of silicone rubbers remains flame resistance in oxygen
atmospheres. While the basic polymers, even the fluorinated ones, have no inherent
flame resistance, progress is being made through the use of additives. Prompted by
Boeing Specification BMS 1-59 and McDonnell-Douglas DMS 2012, Dow Coming,
General Electric, and Union Carbide have all produced rubbers which are flame
retarding and quickly self-extinguishing in air.
Dow Corning Silastic 2351 and related compounds and General Electric CE5537 are not
only flame resistant in air but also have other properties important to connector
grommet design. These materials are not fluorosilicones and consequently have no
substantial resistance to common oils and fuels.
Most recently Arthur D. Little, Inc., in a NASA development program has succeeded
in producing silicone formulations having oxygen index ratings as high as 0.60. More
usable compounds have oxygen index ratings from 0.40 to 0.50 and were self extin-
guishing in NASA tests in 50% oxygen at 10 psta. They were also slow burning in
100% oxygen at 6.2 psia. These compounds utilize decabromodiphenyl (DBDP) as
an additive to conventional silicone compounds such as General Electric SE-517.
At the present time, this additive is an experimental product, and results are
dependent on high purity. Mechanical properties of these flame resistant
silicones are reduced some by the additive but, from the limited data now
available, might be usable. Tensile strengths over 700 pounds per square
inch and elongations over 450% are quite typical and certainly within the
parameters needed for grommets. Low temperature resistance does not
seem to be affected significantly by the additive, but heat aging data is not
sufficient to indicate whether it causes any detrimental effects.
In general, it appears that Arthur D. Little Inc., has made a substantial contribution
to flame resistant silicone rubber technology and that considerably more remains to
be done before the optimum material is developed. Their work has been limited at
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this time to one basic silicone reinforced gum, GE SE517, and one catalyst, 2,4-
dichlorobenzoyl peroxide. Other gums and catalysts could be expected to provide
improvements in some of the other properties which appear to be borderline with the
present compounds incorporating DBDP.
These materials do not appear to be nearly as flame resistant as the Viton and Fluorel
materials but are substantially better than the silicones now in use. They warrant a
very serious consideration for use in grommets.
One other very feasible approach would be provision of a flame resistant face on the
exposed surface of a silicone rubber grommet. This face would most logicallybe one
of the Fluorel or Viton formulations. Such a combination could give us the best of
both material systems at some sacrifice in size and cost.
The various Viton and Fluorel compositions could be further investigated. This would
be largely a study of design adaptability with moldability being the chief factor. Web
design of the grommet holes is expected to be crucial because of the low elongation of
these materials.
At the same time a formulation program should continue to provide an improved
grommet material. This would be a two directional study, on one hand attempting
to improve the shortcomings of the fluorocarbon materials while retaining their
flame resistance, and on the other hand improving the flame resistance of the silicones
without losing their desirable attributes.
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VI
Digital Efficiency:
Investigation is presently being conducted concerning digital efficiency or the effects of
interconnect systems on the transfer of high speed digital signals.
The digital pulse is the controlling parameter in such digitized equipment as computers,
guidance systems, and multiplexing systems as to their ability to receive, store, retrieve,
and display information in large quantities at rapid rates within reasonable equipment
physical size and weight limitations.
An effort has been made to determine if present or future digital pulse information is or
will be deleteriously affected by interconnects, such as cable-connector combinations,
in the following parameter areas:
A. Wave Form Distortion With Respect to:
• Rise Time Characteristics
• Pulse Width
• Fall Time Characteristics
• Repetition Rate
• Phase Shift
• Amplitude Changes
B. Signal Change Due to Short Term Discontinuities
C. Circuit to Circuit Crosstalk
D. Limitations on Integrated Circuit Fan-out Capabilities
Through literature searches and information obtained from digital equipment suppliers,
it has been established that to increase the capabilities of digital controlled systems,
efforts are being made to shorten the rise time and width of the digital pulse. At the
same time efforts are being made to increase the repetition or clock rate pulse chains
to meet future needs.
The losses in transmission lines and electrical interconnecting mechanisms affect the
fidelity of transmitted pulses, and these losses increase with increasing frequency. In
particular it is evident that as pulse rise times and widths continue to decrease, the
conventional pin and socket multipin connectors will prove to be too lossy to serve as digital
system interconnects.
At the same time it is evident that presently available test methods are marginal for test
work in the sub-nanosecond and picosecond time range.
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Thusthelimitationsof anelectrical connectorand its suitability for a specific digital
application cannot now be determined in advance with certainty.
The conclusions derived from the study reported here indicate that further consideration
is needed in the following specific areas:
• Development of test methods suitable for establishing the limits of operation for
interconnects in digital systems.
• Measurement of multi-channel connector impedances in circuits handling fast digital
pulses.
• Measurement of pulse rise time, duration, and repetition rate capabilities of multi-
channel connectors currently in use in circuits dealing with fast digital pulses.
• Evaluation and determination of acceptable levels of cross-talk in multi-channel
connectors currently being used.
• Determination of ageing effects on the parameters determined in above statements.
At the completion of this task, if so dictated by the work outlined above, further effort
should be directed toward the development of specific multi-channel connectors which
are capable of dealing with anticipated rise times, signal levels, and pulse repetition
rates in future applications.
A continued effort in the investigation of digital interconnects should:
• Determine if interconnect problems exist in present system pulse transfer techniques.
• Determine if interconnect pulse transfer problems will be aggravated in future
systems.
• Outline a detailed follow-on program for actual measurement and evaluation of
connectors in use on present digital systems.
• Outline an evaluation of proposed connector materials for their electrical properties
as to their future application in improved design digital connectors.
The ability of a particular digital system to originate a defined pulse shape. Transfer
the pulse shape, and receive the pulse shape, meanwhile maintaining the pulse's integrity,
can be defined as the digital efficiency of the system. The origination, transfer, and
receive functions within a system will repeat many times during operation so that a loss
of digital efficiency, though minor in nature on a one time basis, could, if repeated
often enough, result in a complete degradation of the pulse shape to the point where
system error or malfunction wvuld result.
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In order to increasethecapabilitiesof digital controlledsystems,designershavebeen
attemptingto shorten the rise time and the pulse width of the digital pulse, while at the
same time increasing the repetition or clock rate of pulse Wains.
Prior to the advent of the present integrated circuit (IC) technology, pulse generation
was limited in the 1930's to 1940's by inherent properties of vacuum tubes, mechanical
switches and relays, and their related discreet component circuitry. The digital pulse
in most cases was defined as to time parameters in milliseconds. They could be classed
as hertz or kilohertz systems with respect to circuit pass band and wave length limitations.
The transistor and diode-resistor networks began to replace the earlier vacuum tube and
mechanical devices by the mid-1950's. As the types of transistors multiplied, their rise
time was less limited due to improvement in junction forming technology. The digital
pulse generation capabilities had reached the microsecond range and was approaching
the nanosecond range by the late 1950's. Most circuits consisted of discreet components.
Even with the advent of printed circuit board techniques, the systems could be classified
as megahertz systems.
Semiconductor technology continued to improve to the point where frequency generating
capabilities within the junction approached a 4 gigahertz gain-pass band property. This
made possible pulse rise time in the nanosecond time range. The semiconductors failed
to achieve their capabilities consistently due to losses introduced by the hermetic
packaging and necessary circuit connecting wires to the various semiconductor junctions.
This was undoubtedly the first evidence of interconnect limitations on digital pulse
generating systems.
The IC technology which became practical in the middle 1960's aided in reducing junction
interconnect limitations by making possible shorter wiring techniques and also better
control as to placement of interconnects. Compensation could be designed into the IC
circuit to overcome many of the IC interconnect wiring losses and impedance mismatch
losses. At the same time bmnel diode pulse generating devices in a chip form gave
theoretical performance capabilities of 7 to 10 picosecond rise times. When placed in
their operational environment the actual rise times were increased to approximately 20
picoseconds. The above technology improvements made possible a gigabertz generating
system.
From the mid 1960's to the present time articles in trade and professional journals began
to appear warning of cable-connector problems associated with the transmission of micro-
wave frequencies necessary to assure the integrity of these picosecond or sub-nanosecond
pulse rise times.
During this time interval more and more digital functions were being incorporated on a
single chip resulting in the use of many medium scale integrated (MSI) systems to make
up a complete digital operated system, such as a computer. The shift to MSI systems,
has reduced the number of conventional cable-connector system interconnects within a
functional digital system, but has not eliminated them. Interconnects will be required
until systems such as a complete operational computer can be placed on a single chip,
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achievingtheultimatein largescaleintegration, (LSI). Someauthoritiesfeel the
practicalityof suchanLSIsystemwill notbeachieveduntil the 1980's.
The MSI systems of today and in the next decade use the mother-daughter board concept
to package the digital circuitry, making necessary the use of some form of cable-connector
combination to marry the various board configurations into a complete digital system.
In addition, cable-connector combinations are necessary to tie interface hardware such
as remote programmers and readout devices to the digital system. The interface hard-
ware cable-connector in some form will undoubtedly always be necessary even with the
successful advent of complete LSI digital systems.
The study indicated that there are two areas in a digital system where interconnects will
be a problem in the next 10 to 15 years. These areas are:
A. Where cable-connectors will be necessary to interconnect circuit boards within a
system to facilitate function changes, ease of assembly, and serviceability.
B. Where cable-connectors will be necessary to interconnect a given digital system to
its remote interface hardware.
The problems and solutions related to digital pulse transmission will be similar in both
areas, with the former being more severe in nature in the immediate future.
A digital pulse whose shape is represented by Figure 1 has a rise time of T 1 to traverse
an amplitude change of 10% to 90% of its maximum amplitude. As T1 approaches zero,
the number of frequencies which must be generated and transmitted approaches infinity.
Since T_ has a finite value, a relationship between a particular rise time and its upper
frequency component exists.
FT1 = K (1)
where F is the upper frequency in MHz,
T 1 is the rise time in microseconds,
K = . 35, where the rise time overshoot must be limited to 2 or 3 percent of
the maximum. Table 1 was calculated from equation 1 and shows presently
used and future possible digital pulse rise times and their upper frequency
components. The electrical length of an interconnect device is,
300 x 106
)_ - F where: ), -- wave length in (2)
E _ meters
300 x 106 = velocity of light, in meters/
second
F = frequency in hertz
E_ = relative dielectric constant
of medium
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Table 1
Rise Times Vs. Frequency & Wavelength
Rise Time - T 1
10 microseconds
1 microsecond
100 nanoseconds
10 manoseconds
1 nanosecond
100 picoseconds
10 picosecond
1 picosecond
Upper Frequency - F
35 khz
350 khz
3.5 mhz
35 mhz
350 mhz
3.5 ghz
35 ghz
35O ghz
Wave Length
k = meters in air
(E=I)
8580 meters
858 meters
85.8 meters
8.58 meters
• 858 meter
• 0858 meter
• 00858 meter
• 000858 meter
Present digital rise times appear to fall between a maximum of 5 microseconds to a
minimum of 10 nanoseconds. This means the upper frequency which must be transmitted
undisturbed is from 70 KHz to 35 MHz.
The present average relative dielectric constant in most transmission mediums is 4.0.
(See Table 2 for various dielectric material parameters. ) This means the wavelength,
or one electrical length, for transmission interconnects will be between 214 to 4.18
meters, or 700 to 13.7 feet. If cable-connector lengths have had physical lengths which
were much less than one quarter of these electrical lengths (175 to 3.4 feet), then
degradation of digital pulses due to influences introduced by mismatch and changes in
velocity constant would have been minimal. Also the effects of capacity loading due to
interconnects would be less a factor at the above 35 MHz frequency limit. When rise
times approach 1 nanosecond and less, then cable-connector electrical lengths decrease
to fractional parts of an inch, and the effects on pulse shape with respect to velocity
constant and electrical parameters, such as distributed capacity, inductance, and AC
resistance of the interconnect must be considered•
The future rise time goals within the next 5 to 10 years show that rise times are expected
to be between 3 nanoseconds to 1 picosecond. The 1 picosecond goal is from one com-
pany who is presently achieving 100 picosecond rise times• This same company has
performed their own development on connectors for digital pulses, recognizing an existing
problem.
As pulse times decrease, the present circuitry now in use appears to limit their amplitude.
The normal digital pulse today is 5 to 8 volts in amplitude. Future pulse amplitudes
are trending to millivolt and in some cases, microvolt levels• This will undoubtedly
place limitations of pulse fanout capabilities assuming complementary improvements in
line driver capabilities. Losses or vibration induced noise from connectors would be
more noticeable to these low level pulse signals.
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Cables:
The coaxial cable is the preferred way to transmit picosecond-time digital pulses,
followed closely by strtpltne transmission lines. They may in the future be replaced
for some applicatiens by laser beam transmissions.
As a point of interest, experimental work with laser beam transmission has progressed
to the point where scientists have observed laser pulses as short as 1 picosecond in
duration. Their application to digital pulse transmission systems in some form is certain
to appear in the future.
The losses in present coaxial transmission lines affect the fidelity of the transmitted
pulse. These losses appear as conductor or copper losses and as medium or dielectric
losses and are as follows:
Copper loss Acu = 0.434 1 1 F1/_Zo db/100 FT (3)
Dielectric loss Ad = 2.78 EZ/_ Rp F db/100 FT (4)
Wl_re D ,, diameter of inner surface of outer conductor, inches
d ffi diameter of outer surface of inner conductor inches
F = frequency, megahertz
E m= relative dielectric constant st frequency F
Rp _ power factor of dielectric at frequency F
Zo = characteristic impedance of coaxial cable in ohms.
A study of Equations 1, 3, and 4 shows that losses within a coaxial line will increase
as pulse rise times decrease and their upper frequency components increase. Both
losses increase with increasing frequency. The effects of these losses on pulse shape
is to attentuate the higher order of frequency components necessary to form and maintain
the rise time slope. The result is a delay in or a longer rise time. For example,
one foot of RG-9/u cable will increase an ideal (zero rise time pulse) to 20 picoseecnds,
while 8 to 10 feet of RG-58/u cable will increase the same ideal pulse to 1 nanosecond.
Furthermore, the rise time does not necessarily vary linearly with length.
Connectors:
The amount of degradation to the digital pulse contributed by the connector in the inter-
connect system has not been clearly defined by any literature studied or companies
contacted in this program. Several reasons for this lack of information on connectors
can be advanced, and are as follows:
Ao Some companies have stated that connectors were a problem in their digital circuits,
but when questioned further, could not define these problems such that a separation
of electrical from mechanical problems could be determined. Most companies do
not use methods of test to determine source and cause of component failures. They
generally rely on "in circuit" testing and "debugging" on a system by system basis.
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B. The connector has not been a culprit on most digital systems to date, as its elec-
trical length has been short relative to the resulting pulse induced wave lengths.
The second reason appears the more valid of the two since the connector, while subject
to the same loss factors as the cable, is several orders of magnitude physically smaller than
most cable systems in use today. Where connector loss and impedance mismatch prob-
lems have been severe, high quality single circuit coaxial connectors are employed. Some
typical coaxial connectors in use are the Amphenol precision 7-ram type APC-7, the
General Radio GR type 8 74, and the 3-ram OSM connector.
Multipin connectors are in use in various forms for multi-interconnecting digital circuit
boards and also to interface hardware. These connectors consist of the cylindrical MS
and Pygmy types, the rectangular printed circuit, rack and panel, fiat cable, dip socket,
and TJS terminal junction system types. Most have appeared with one or more coaxial
contacts installed in place of some of their normal pin and socket arrangements. These
have been introduced at specific digital user requests where certain circuits passing through
a particular connector must be controlled for losses due to the dielectric or impedance
mismatches. The coaxial system also minimizes circuit to circuit crosstalk.
Multipin Connectors - Pin and Socket:
As pulse rise times decrease the conventional pin and socket multipin connectors will
prove too lossy to serve as digital interconnects. These losses will occur mainly in the
form of dielectric losses and pin to pin impedance mismatch losses. These losses will
make it impossible to achieve narrower pulse widths and also increased repetition rates
when they reach the picosecond rise time range. The common forms of pin and socket
arrangements within their dielectric inserts will increase their circuit crosstalk
potentialities.
Some typical dielectrics used in connector inserts are shown in Table 2 along with their
relative dielectric constants and dissipation factors measured at 1 megahertz.
Table 2
Insert Dielectrics
Material Die. Const. Diss. Factor
Phenolic Mineral Filled
Melamine Glass Fiber Filled
Alky D Glass Filled
Diallyl Phthlate Glass Filled
Silicone Glass Fiber Filled
Polycarbonate Glass Filled
10-40%
9-15
6.5-7.5
5.2-6.8
3.4-4.5
3.2-4.7
3.0-3.4
.07 -.20
.013-.015
.008-.023
.009-.014
.002-.020
.007-.008
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As statedin Equation4, thedielectric lossat a givenfrequencyis afunctionof the
materialsrelative dielectric constant, ER and its power factor or dissipation factor,
Rp. The materials shown in Table 2 are mainly composite or filled materials whose
mix proportions can vary. These mix variations are known to affect their electrical
properties at the normal low frequency (1 MHz) measurement ranges. Very little is
Imown about their behavior in the microwave frequency range. Physical arrangements
of the contacts within the dielectric can give an infinite number of combinations of
characteristic impedance for pair arrangements within a connector shell as shown by
Equation 5 and Figure 2. A balanced shell shielded contact pair is used for example
purposes.
SHELL
DIELECTRIC
FIG. 2 SHIELD PAIR BAIANCED 2 CONTACT CONNECTOR
Equation 5 shows that the characteristic impedance of two contacts within a multipin
connector is not only dependent upon the dielectric constant of the insert material, but
also upon the contact's diameter, their spacing from each other, and their position
distance from the inner diameter of the connector shell.
120 2. 303 LOG 2V _ 1 + 4 V _Z° - E, 16 V 4 1 - 4u 2 (5)
Where: ER = Relative Dielectric Constant of the Insert
h
V = --
b
h
e
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Variations of Equation 5 for cylindrical and rectangular type connectors versus various
pair diameters, spacing, and position could be performed on a computer and would
result in a large number of impedance values in todayVs more common connectors.
This exercise would yield nothing other than their inadequacy ifan attempt were made to
use them to transmit picosecond pulses where they must be impedance matched into 50,
75, 93, and 300 ohm source and detector pulse circuitry.
Another area where connectors of this type may prove their pulse transfer inadequacy
is in the typicalphysical design areas of a pin and contact arrangement. Equation 5
assumes that radius b is constant throughout its length. This isnot true of most pin
and socket contacts. There are diameter undercuts on most, used for contact retention
within the dielectric. There are also diameter changes at the mating areas ofthe pin
to socket which vary in length, dependent upon insertion tolerances. These diameter
variations can be as long as .250 inch in length for a size 20 contact. A time domain
reflectometer (TDR) measurement using a 28 picosecond rise time pulse would show
these diameter changes as impedance discontinuitiesalong the length of the contact.
Pulse Measurement and Standards:
As this study was pursued several additional factors pertaining to picosecond rise time
generation became apparent. These factors were
• lack of a rise time standard for calibrating test equipment, and
a scarcity of test equipment capable of measuring and displaying picosecond
rise time.
The National Bureau of Standards has been working for two years on a rise-time cali-
bration service (Page 43 E.D.N. March 1, 1970). The standard for this service will
be a sampling scope whose response has been evaluated in the frequency domain. Rs
amplitude response was measured to 18 GHz, and its phase response to 9 GHz. Pulse
voltage down to 1 volt amplitude will be measured from 20 picoseconds (at about 25
percent uncertainty limit), to 100 ptcoseconds (at better than 5 percent uncertainty
limit) and on up (with 2 to 3 percent uncertainty limit). The pulse width will be limited
to 300 picoseconds.
Realtime oscilloscopes such as the Hewlett-Packard model 183A has a band width of
250 MHz, and is the widest gain-band width oscilloscope on the market to date. The
rise time of these scopes is 1.5 to 3.5 NS. The rise time measurement (T 1)is
limited by the square root of the sum of the squares of pulse generated (TG) and the
pulse received (TR).
2 2
T 1 = TG + T R
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For this reason these oscilloscopes would not be adequate for viewing picosecond
pulses.
Sampling scopes with band widths in the gigahertz frequency range are available for
pulse measurement. A 50 picosecond pulse rise time would have to be measured with
a sampling scope whose band width was at least 7 GHz to meet the requirements of
Equation 1. The sampling scope is limited by the fact that the pulse must be repetitive,
although with some scopes, the repetition need not be periodic. Also, jitter and drift
can be limiting factors.
For component evaluation to pulse response, such as interconnects, the time domain
reflectometer (TDR) is considered by most authorities in the field as the best instru-
mentation available today. Present state of the art TDR instrumentation can produce
35 picosecond pulse rise times. They can differentiate circuit impedance discontinuities
as short as . 250 inch.
Conclusions:
A. Connectors have not been a severe source of digital pulse degradation where pulse
rise times, pulse widths, fall times and repetition rates have been greater than 1
nanosecond in duration. This is due to the fact that operating wave length has been
considerably larger than the connector electrical length.
B. The losses in pulse forming and receiving circuitry have exceeded those in con-
nectors until the recently new advances in MSI technology which may alter this situation.
C. Connectors of future digital circuit technology will prove a limiting factor in signal
transmission in both the area of circuit interconnects and the area of interface hardware
interconnects. These limiting factors are as follows:
• Slowing the pulse rise times by their losses.
• Limiting the shorter pulse width capability.
• Increasing pulse fall time.
• Limiting faster repetition rates.
• Pulse distortion may occur due to amplitude changes and jitter caused
by contact movement from shock or vibration which may introduce transients
or "glitches" on the incoming pulses.
• Phase shift may occur through the connector due to impedance shifts from
reactive impedance changes through the connector.
• Fan-out of signals may be limited, where connectors introduce excessive
losses to low level millivolt or microvolt pulse signals.
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Detailed Recommendation:
A. Introduction
As a result of the work conducted by the Electrical Components Division of The
Bendix Corporation under the sponsorship of the Marshall Space Flight Center on
Phase 1 of the Materials Investigation and Tests for the Development of Space
Compatible Electrical Connectors, it is evident that problem areas associated with
the digital efficiency of connectors are eminent. As the need to deal with digital data
at higher speeds increases, the digital efficiency of multi-channel connection mech-
anisms must also increase. Very little work has been conducted in industry on the
problem of the digital efficiency of connectors and, in general, test methods have
been confined to "in circuit tests". This approach, although satisfactory for existing
needs, does not lend itself to establishing limits of operation in multi-channel con-
nection mechanisms until problems become apparent.
It is, therefore, proposed that the task of developing test methods to define these
limits be undertaken. Having established these limits, testing on selected types of
connectors will then be conducted to determine where these devices are no longer
serviceable with respect to rise time, pulse duration, and pulse repetition rate.
B. Problem Statement
The final report pertinent to Task V, Phase 1 of the Materials Investigation and
Tests for the development of Space Compatible Electrical Connectors indicates that,
within the next 5 to 10 years, rise times in the order of picoseconds are expected in
digital circuits. Due to this very fast rise time, pulse amplitudes will be restricted
to 1 volt or less. The ability of existing multi-channel electrical connection mech-
anisms to deal with these speeds and amplitudes has not been clearly defined due to
lack of available information. It also appears to be doubtful if existing connectors
are capable of dealing with pulses having such parameters.
In dealing with pulses having sub-nanosecond rise times, small amplitudes and
fast repetition rates, test and calibration equipment is extremely scarce. Some
manufacturers do, however, sell equipment which is just adequate to observe and
test the transmission of these fast pulses through networks.
It is, therefore, felt that further work should be conducted to develop test
methods and techniques which can be used to define limiting parameters associated
with the digital efficiency of existing connectors.
Although the above referenced report indicates that problems due to mechanical
shock and vibration can exist in connectors handling fast digital pulses, it is felt
that such problems would, by virtue of the relatively large mechanical masses
associated with connectors, exhibit themselves by much longer duration effects such
as completely missing portions of the signal for periods of time approaching or
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exceeding a millisecond duration. Such absence of signal would be apparent in con-
nectors currently in use. The limitations of existing equipment to measure discon-
tinuities are presently in the nanosecond range and further advances on these capa-
bilities are limited by the state of the art. It is, therefore, felt that any test on these
parameters would not provide satisfactory limits and conclusions. For these reasons,
it was decided to omit testing in these areas.
In this portion of the work, it is proposed that test methods be established to
determine impedances, rise time capabilities and cross talk limitations of existing
connectors. It is further proposed that these specific tests be conducted on selected
samples of connectors which are currently being used in circuits dealing with fast
digital pulses in order to determine their limitations.
As this work progresses, observations will be made concerning the limiting
factors and, if necessary, recommendations will be made as to how these frequency
limitations can be improved in future connectors.
C. Planned Approach:
In this effort, it is planned to reference the work to three areas of testing as
follows:
• Impedance measurement which will be accomplished by frequency domain
techniques.
• Pulse rise time measurement as indicated by time domain testing.
• Cross talk as determined by signal level detected on inoperative lines.
Having established test procedures and specific connector types, test fixturing
and hardware will be designed and manufactured to facilitate the test program
outlined above.
During the test portion, each test will be adequately documented. At the
completion of all testing, this data will be reduced and evaluated using applicable
techniques. From these results, limits of rise time, pulse duration, pulse repetition
rate, and cross talk will be established,
Analysis of these results will then be made and further necessary brief tests
will be conducted to indicate, in a broad sense, what connector design parameters need
to be modified to improve the digital efficiency of multi-channel electrical connection
mechanisms.
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VII
Future R&D Connector Activity:
The shuttle environments as now defined will introduce certain new connector require-
ments brought about by the combination of aircraft and space type flights. As a result
of this, it is envisioned that certain key connector activities will be necessary.
A. Material Development
Continued effort is anticipated in electrical connector material development.
B. Digital Efficiency
Continued effort is anticipated concerning the effects of interconnect systems on
the transfer of high speed digital signals.
C. New High Density Connector Approach
An effort is anticipated to establish a family of connectors with extremely high
density contact spacing using a new approach to an all dielectric insert. Connectors
with all dielectric inserts have exhibited severe problems with contact retention,
ease of assembly, inspection and other weaknesses in the past. Many of these pro-
blems have been solved by metal clip contact retention devices in connector designs
such as the 40M39569 (Modified NAS 1599) connector. However, the presence of the
conducting metal retention devices severely restricts the close spacing of contacts
in connector inserts. This new family of connectors could possibly include the
following types:
1. Circular
2. Rectangular
3. Distribution, Bussing and Termination Devices
4. Zero-G Coupling Version
5. Above connectors to have common features:
• Standard insert retention design
• Standard materials
• Standard contacts
• Standard contact crimp tools
• Standard contact insertion-extraction tools
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D. R. F. Connectors
Exploreand establish a family of R. F. Connectors to handle digital pulsing and
R. F. applications.
E. Flat Conductor Cable Connectors and Termination Devices
Develop a reliable termination system for fiat conductor cable usage.
F. Engine Harness Connectors
Explore and establish electrical connectors that will meet special or unusual
engine area requirements.
G. Maintenance and Inspection
Establish connector designs or modifications that will assure ease of maintenance
and inspection of assembled, installed connectors.
H. Umbilical and Remote Access Connectors
Explore and establish umbilical and remote access connectors.
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DIELECTRIC PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED AT GEORGIA TECH
The dielectric constant and loss tangent of slip-cast fused silica were measured
from ambient to approximately 4400 ° F by using the Georgia Teeh free-space technique.
These data are typical of those that will be obtained for the candidate materials being
considered, except that the maximum temperature will be approximately 2400 ° F.
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SCHEMATIC PRESENTATION OF APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENTS
IN SHOCK TUBE
Because of the possibility that high transmitted power levels will be needed for
some of the many communications and guidance functions on the shuttle vehicle, a
program was conducted at SRI during which a technique was developed for evaluating
candidate RF window and TPS materials during exposure to high surface temperatures
and high RF power levels. The tests were performed in the SRI 12-inch shock tube
facility by using an externally mounted carbon-arc image furnace as the heat source.
The tube was used both to serve as a pressure vessel and to furnish a plasma over the
samples where breakdown at the plasma/sample interface was investigated. The
measurements were performed at X-band.
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SAMPLE HOLDER AND TEST ANTENNA
Shown are the stainless steel test sample holder with test material and horn
test antenna used for the SRI shock tube tests. Thermocouples were imbedded in the
test samples to determine surface temperatures. A mass spectrometer was also
used to investigate material outgassing. The horn antenna used had a 0.90-inch-square
aperture, and the test sample diameter was 1.4 inches. Test sample thickness was
0.25 inch.
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MICROWAVEMEASUREMENTSDURINGHEATINGAND COOLINGCYCLES
TEST MATERIAL AS-3DX
Transmission and reflection data similar to those presentedhere were obtained
for six different test materials as a function of surface temperature. Both the E-plane
and the H-plane transmitted levels were monitored by using horns located at a 45 ° angle
with the center line (such as to be out of the focused beam of the carbon arc) and
6.5 inches from the sample. Apparently, the differences measured for the two
polarizations were caused by pattern effects.
The results of the SRI tests indicated that none of those materials considered
showed any evidence of material breakdown. These results were obtained from one
test per sample. If it is determined from the Georgia Tech recycling tests that the
loss tangent of a particular material increases considerably as the number of cycles
increases, additional breakdown testing in the SRI facility may he necessary.
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SPACECRAFT INTEGRATED PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER DEVELOPMENT
P. H. Dalle Mura
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
SU_RY
An integrated, all-solid-state paramp for utilization aboard
the Space Shuttle has been developed through the initial prototype
phase. The paramp is tunable over the entire 3.7 GHz to 4.2 GHz
commercial satellite communications band, has an instantaneous
bandwidth of I00 _tlz minimum when tuned over the band, a gain of
17 dB, and a noise figure ranging from 104OK at the low end to
150OK at the high end of the band. The paramp utilizes a combi-
nation of microstrip, coax, and waveguide circuitry in an extremely
compact and lightweight package. The paramp weighs seven ounces
and has a volume of less than six cubic inches. It is completely
operational when supplied with seven volts d.c. at 0.6 ampere.
A comparison of the development of this second generation unit
with a first generation S-Band paramp is presented. Measured
test results of the two units are analyzed to show how deficiencies
in the first generation paramp were eliminated in the second
development. A prototype K_-Band Spacecraft Paramp being developed
for the TDRS Program is described.
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SPACECRAFT INTEGRATED PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER DEVELOP_NT
INTRODUCTION
At the Space Shuttle Technology Symposium in 1970, the develop-
ment of a completely integrated, all-solld-state S-Band prototype
paramp was reported. I That effort was the successful first step in
establishing the feasibility of compact, lightweight, low noise
paramps for utilization in spacecraft applications. Micromlnlature
and hybrid integrated circuit techniques were employed, in conjunc-
tion with the technology of recently perfected solid state microwave
power sources to produce an advanced paramp design. This design re-
moved the obstacles prevlously preventing the development of a paramp
having the potential suitability for use in an orbiting spacecraft.
l_e experience acquired during this first generation development
has led to th_ successful completion of a second generation integrated
C-Band paramp for use in the Space Shuttle communications receiver.
This latest prototype unit embodies improved packaging and performance
characteristics which are a direct outgrowth of techniques developed
during the first generation program. Areas which improved measurably
are mlcrostrip circulator design, solid state Gunn oscillator design,
varactor mounting and broadband resonating, and integrated packaging
design. These improvements have produced a paramp wlth improvements
in noise figure, tunabillty, stsbillty, and packaging.
A second phase of the current program is now under way. During
this phase, the prototype paramp will undergo extensive re-design and
testing wlCh the purpose of producing a completely space-quallfled
paramp which is suitable for use aboard the Space Shuttle vehicle.
Also, a companion program to develop a prototype spacecraft paramp
operating at Ku-Band is in progress. Some prelimlnary test results
obtained thusfar will be presented later in this paper.
REFERENCES:
I. NASA Technlcal Memorandum, NASA TMX-52876, Volume VI, Integrated
Electronlcs, pp. 289.
2. This work was performed under Contract NAS5-21527 by Airborne
Instruments Laboratory, Melville, Long Island, New York.
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DESCRIPTION
S-Band Paramp
A brief review of the first generation S-Band integrated paramp
will be presented in order to demonstrate how the second generation
C-Band paramp resulted in greatly improved performance.
Originally, it was intended that the entire paramp be formed in
microstrip circuitry in order to minimize the weight and volume
characteristics. This approach was abandoned when it became evident
that a stable , low noise pump oscillator could not be achieved using
low-Q microstrip resonators. In addition, surface wave interaction
between the pump and the varactor circuitry was found to be intoler-
able. Accordingly, it was decided upon an optimum compromise of wave-
guide for the pump components and microstrip for the circulator and
varactor circuitry. Figure 1 is a photograph of the S-Band paramp
showing the circulator-varactor portion in microstrip and the solid
state pump source in Ku-Band waveguide. The microstrip utilizes thin
film deposited copper conductors on a twenty-three mil thick glazed
alumina substrate. All critical electrical connection points such as
the cireulator-paramp junction and the OSM coax-to-microstrip junctions
are reinforced by small sections of gold ribbon parallel-gap-welded
across the junction.
The circulator is a three port design consisting of a one inch
diameter ferrite disc cemented into a one inch diameter hole in the
alumina substrate with the '_ye" junction and matching transformers
deposited on top of the ferrite-alumina combination. A one and one-
quarter inch diameter permanent magnet having a field strength of
400 Gauss is cemented to the ground plane side of the circulator
'_ye" junction.
A Sylvania Type 5147E varactor is employed in a single-ended
circuit. Figure 2 depicts the method of shunt mounting the varactor
through the microstrip substrate and shows how contacting to the
varactor is effected by means of low temperature indium solder and
a welded gold ribbon. Both the signal and idler circuits are composed
of distributed element resonators in microstrip circuitry. A novel
parallel-pair open-stub configuration is employed to achieve signal
circuit broadbanding.
The pump source consists of a commercially available, gallium
arsenide Gunn Effect Device mounted in a high-Q, Ku-Band waveguide
cavity. The Gunn Oscillator has an RF power output capability of
I00 milliwatts at 14 GHz. The d.c. power requirement is 7.7 volts
at 0.5 ampere. The Gunn oscillator consists of a Varian VSU-9202D
Gunn-Effect device post-mounted in a three-quarter wavelength re-
sonant cavity. The output is coupled through a circular waveguide
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iris, then through a conTaercial miniature waveguide ferrlte isolator, and
finally to the mlcrostrlp mounted varactor by means of a wavegulde-to-coax
probe adapter.
The mechanical package consists of a 2.5 inch by 2.25 inch aluminum
frame which supports the mlcrostrlp board and the standard Ku-Band wave-
guide pump oscillator components which are attached to the aluminum frame
along one of its edges. The package occupies a volume of approximately
6 cubic inches and weighs a little more than 9 ounces.
C-Band Paramp
The C-Band prototype paramp represents a true second generation
development, inasmuch as the only major design changes from the S-Band
unit were those which either corrected earlier deficiencies or improved
the performance of the C-Band paramp or both. The areas in which these
design changes were effected are; (i) the input-output circulator, (2)
the varactor circuit conflguratlon_ (3) the varactor mechanical confi-
guration, (4) the pump circuitry; and (5) the overall integrated
packaging design.
To avoid the input VSWR problem encountered on the S-Band paramp
and to improve the overall gain stabillty_ a decision was made early in
the design to employ a 5-port ferrlte circulator composed of three
3-port units in cascade. Figure 3 is a photograph of the C-Band prototype
paramp with its top cover removed. Clearly visible are the three '_ye"
junction ferrlte discs with interconnecting matching transformers. The
metal dividers separating the three Junctions serve both to prevent
electrical interaction and to provide more rigid mechanical support for
the mlcrostrlp boards. The basic circulator design is similar to the
S-Band unit with improvements in insertion loss and isolation resulting
from the use of unglazed alumina substrate and more homogeneous magnetic
fields. The first and third junctions serve as input and output isolators,
respectively, by having their third ports terminated by means of 50 ohm
beam lead resistances.
The varactor circuit configuration is a combination of mlcrostrip,
coax_ and wavegulde circuitry. A balanced pair of Sylvania 5147E
varactors is employed in order to achieve wide tuning and instantaneous
bandwidth and to insure a rugged and stable mounting structure. A two-
stage signal circuit transformer and a pair of parallel broadbandlng
resonators are formed in mlcrostrip and connect the second stage circu-
lator to the varactor wavegulde mount. Figure 4 shows a cross section
of the mounting of the balanced varactor pair in the wavegulde mount.
The center point of the varactor pair is coupled to the mlcrostrlp by a
short length of high impedance coax transmission llne that conveniently
serves as the signal tuning inductance.
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The back-to-back mounted varactors are operated so that their series
self resonance form the idler circuit resonator required for parametric
amplification. The pump wavegulde is selected so that the idler frequency
is below the cutoff of the guide, thereby confining the idler currents
to the vicinity of the varactors. This enhances the bandwidth and
eliminates the requirement of a lossy filter in the input llne as is
the case in a slngle ended configuration.
The pump section is composed of a cavlty-mounted Gunn Effect os-
cillator, a coupllng iris, a ferrlte isolator, and a wavegulde matchlng
section. The Gunn oscillator is slmilar to the S-Band paramp oscillator
except that the circuit is more slmply tuned and consequently better
behaved during Initlal turn-on. The commerclally available Galllum
Arsenlde Gunn device used is supplled by Nippon Electrlc Company. The
oscillator operates at 23.8 OHz which puts the Idler frequency in the
20 GHz region. The selection of a higher pump frequency improves both the
theoretlcal noise figure and bandwidth of the C-Band paramp as will be-
come evlden_ later.
The overall mechanical and electrlcal packaging represents a truly
integrated design. Each component was designed to meet the required
electrlcal performance while embodying a high degree of miniaturization
and mechanlcal compatlbillty with the Interrelated components. The basic
unit is a milled-out aluminum frame with the varactor mount and pump
components (also alumlnum) attached along one edge of the frame. One-
thlrty-second inch thick alumlnum plates cover both top and bottom to
make a completely enclosed unit.
TEST RESULTS
The test results for the most important characteristics of the
C-Band paramp are presented in Table 1. For the purpose of comparison,
the S-Band paramp test results are also llsted. The noise temperature
measurement for both paramps was obtained by means of a very accurately
calibrated hot and cold input termination setup. As can be seen from
the table_ the C-Band paramp meets or exceeds every major specification.
Especlally interesting is the 104OK noise temperature measured at 3.7 GHz.
The theoretlcally minimum noise temperature contribution from a lossless
varactor operating at a signal frequency of 3.7 GHz and an idler frequency
of 20.1GHz is
T = TD F__..
Fi
where TD I
Fs -
Fi -
varactor physlcal temperature
slgnal frequency
Idler frequency
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Figure 5
Inserting TD • 293°K, F s • 3.7 Gltz, and F i = 20.1 GHz,
T : 54°K
Using a circulator loss of 0.2 dB per pass or 0.4 dB total loss through
2 passes, the theoretically miniu_m paramp noise temperature calculates
out to be 88.8°K. The measured value of 104°K compares quite favorably
with the theoretical value with the difference due to finite losses in
the varactor and some heating of the varactor by pump power.
The areas of major improvement of the C-Band paramp over the S-Band
paramp are lower noise temperature, greatly improved input VSWR# improved
stability, and lower volume and weight. The improved mechanical packa-
ging is depicted in Figure 5 which is a photograph of the C-Band paramp
and the S-Band paramp side-by-side.
CONCLUSION
The C-Band Spacecraft prototype paramp represents a significant
improvement over the first generation S-Band paramp. The performance
deficiencies of the latter have been entirely eliminated in the former
by both electrical and mechanical redesign of several critical areas.
The C-Band paramp program has now entered its second phase. This phase
will extend the prototype design to the development and testing of a space
qualified unit.
A program under TDRS funding for the development of a Ku-Band pro-
totype spacecraft paramp is now nearing completion. Preliminary test
results thus far indicate the followlng performance can be expected:
Gain 17 dB
3 dB BW 500 14tz
Bandpass 14.7 CHz to 15.2 GHz
Noise Figure 4 dB
Volume 6 cubic inches
Weight 12 ounces
Power 5 watts
This unit will be extended to a completely space qualified unit under
Space Shuttle programming.
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